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ur new TRAINING, RESEARCH and DEVELOPMENT programmes are tailored to address the multiple challenges of food 
security and the sustainable development of rural territories in the Mediterranean. The Montpellier Institute offers a 
campus of international standing to welcome students and trainees: executives or future executives in rural and agri-food 

development, from both public and private sectors, and mainly – but not exclusively – from Mediterranean countries. Our areas of 
expertise and action revolve around the following themes:
• Zero waste: knowledge & know-how, natural resources & energy and food.
• Sustainable agriculture and food systems: integration of local agri-food sectors into value chains. 
• Attractive rural territories to live and work in: resilience of Mediterranean agro-ecosystems.
• Preventing risks and resolving tensions: governance for attractive rural and coastal areas.
The teaching programme is backed up by research and development activities that are part of Montpellier's scientific environment 
(Mixed Research Units, Agropolis International, I-site MUSE, etc). In this exceptional environment, the CIHEAM Montpellier is 
positioned at the interface between the Mediterranean and Europe. As our activities are systematically undertaken in partnership 
with institutions and socio-economic stakeholders across the Mediterranean, we have developed long-standing reliable networks. 
Our alumni contribute to these networks and activities long after their stay in Montpellier! 

O

VOCATIONAL TRAINING

Relying on its experience in training, in co-operation and in networks coordination between partner 
institutions in the Mediterranean area, the CIHEAM-IAMM offers training programmes adapted to 
the needs of both individuals and organizations through tailored training contents and flexible 
teaching methods. Each course unit constituting our Master programmes can be followed “à la 
carte”. We also offer personalized itineraries, based on an analysis of the trainee’s needs and 
professional requirements. Furthermore the Institute can also provide support in pedagogical 
engineering to training institutions by helping them draw out their educational engineering, as well 
as the design and implementation of their training curricula.

fpro@iamm.fr 
Continuous Professional Training’s manager: Anne Cobacho

DEGREE COURSES

The Master's degree programmes are organised in accordance with the LMD system (Bachelor's, 
Master's, Doctorate). The institute has been accredited by France to deliver the national Master 2 
degree. The programme has a highly professional focus, but also qualifies graduates for university 
doctoral programmes. International Master’s programmes are also available, in particular with 
Lebanon. The programmes are organised in modules of two to four weeks, credited according to 
international standards (ECTS), which facilitates the granting of equivalences and student 
exchanges between the CIHEAM Montpellier, its Montpellier partners and the network of associa-
ted Mediterranean universities.

Master's degree (M2) - (equivalent to Bac + 5)
This degree is awarded after one year's training (60 ECTS) in 
one of the programmes mentioned below and is aimed at candi-
dates who have acquired a minimum of 240 ECTS (or a 
minimum level of four years of study after the Baccalaureate).
Specialization “Territorial planning and local development”, 
pathway “Climate change, agricultural and territorial manage-
ment - CGAT". Master 2 co-accredited with the University Paul 
Valéry Montpellier 3

Specialization “Management”, pathway “Sustainable agri-
food value chains: logistics, environment, strategies - 
CDVALES". Master 2 co-accredited with the University of Mont-
pellier - MOMA (Montpellier Management) and the “Institut 
Agro” (Montpellier SupAgro)
Specialization “Economics”, pathway “Agricultural, environ-

mental development economics and food – ECODEVA”. Master 
2 co-accredited with the University of Montpellier and the “Insti-
tut Agro” (Montpellier SupAgro)
Specialization “Economics”, pathway “Mediterranean 
farming system design for a sustainable food-system – 
MIDAS”. Master 2 co-accredited with the University of Mont-
pellier and the “Institut Agro” (Montpellier SupAgro)

Specialization “Economics”, pathway “Territorial agricultural 
development, environment and modelling – DATEM”. Master 2 
co-accredited with the University of Montpellier and the “Institut 
Agro” (Montpellier SupAgro). Pathway organised for students 
coming from the Lebanese University (Faculty of Agronomy)

CIHEAM’s Master of Science degree (Msc.)
(equivalent to Bac +6)
This is a two years of studies degree (120 ECTS).

The Institute provides scholarships so as to enable more students to benefit from the support of residence and training costs.

DEGREES
ses@iamm.fr  
Dean of Studies: Philippe Le Grusse

1 

NETWORK RESEARCH, DOCTORAL PLATFORM

In a context of climate change, degradation of natural resources, exacerbated migratory flows and 
increased risks for food security, the Mediterranean Laboratory in Economic and Social Sciences 
(LAMES) of the CIHEAM Montpellier conducts specialised or applied research centred on the three 
following themes: food, agriculture and sustainable rural development. It is involved in projects 
concerning the Northern, Southern and Eastern Mediterranean countries, with funding from 
Europe, the National Research Agency or bilateral and multilateral cooperation funds. Our docto-
ral students are involved in these projects as much as possible. The LAMES, which is integrated 
into the local research system via Mixed Research Units (UMR), within the Montpellier Agropolis 
International Campus, is also a cooperation instrument thanks to its close relations with European 
institutions in the South and East Mediterranean. 

lames@iamm.fr
LAMES Coordinator: Hatem Belhouchette

2 

DEVELOPMENT AND EXPERTISE 

The CIHEAM Montpellier participates in national and international development programmes, 
particularly in the fields of rural development, food governance, management and development 
of territorial resources, value chains, organisation of stakeholders, reform and consolidation of 
agricultural and rural policies. The Institute also makes its expertise available to government 
bodies and national and international institutions working in these fields. In synergy with its 
network of partners, it has the capacity to mobilise a wide range of skills (institutional decision-
makers, local authorities, professionals, teachers, researchers, civil society) to build proposals 
combining know-how and an international dimension.

coop@iamm.fr  
Head of Development: Jean-Paul Pellissier
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Located within the campus, the Documenta-
tion Centre welcomes the students in a convi-
vial space and contributes to the updating and 
continuing development of their knowledge. 
Its collection is specialized on the Mediterra-

nean region and mainly covers the subject areas developed in 
the training offer and the research activities: agriculture, 
food and sustainable rural development. The online cata-
logue allows a remote access to the electronic resources. 
The CIHEAM's collected editions are freely available in the 
catalogue as well. The documentalists provide trainings for 
the students to enable them to use documentary resources, 
to acquire a methodology for scientific information research 
and to achieve a scientific bibliography with a satisfactory 
level. The students benefit from a privileged work environ-
ment among the regional scientific community of Agropolis 
International.

A UNIQUE DOCUMENTARY 
COLLECTION ON THE MEDITERRANEAN

Located on Agropolis International Campus 
with direct connection with universities and 
research institutes, our centre provides 
students, researchers or professionals with 
a wide range of training courses organized 

with different methods depending on the expressed needs: 
general or scientific French, written and oral communication, 
training contents and trainers, DELF and DALF preparations, 
english courses. 
The CFLE is involved in the quality approach, which enabled it 
since 2008 to acquire the “FLE” quality label specific to its 
activity (“French as a Foreign Language” quality label), 
together with the ISO 9001 certificate. Each year, more than 
400 trainees attend our courses. They can thus enjoy the 
benefits of a pedagogy oriented towards a dynamic of acade-
mic and socio-cultural integration, directly linked to the Agro-
polis International Campus partners.

A LANGUAGE CENTRE 
(CFLE-CIHEAM Montpellier, Campus France member)

For further details on our 
programmes and fees:
www.fle-montpellier.com
cfle@iamm.fr

www.documentation.iamm.fr
docassistance@iamm.fr
Twitter : @Doc_IAMM 
Scoop.it : CIHEAM News

SUPPORT SERVICES
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QUALITY 
ACCOMMODATION
The Mediterranean campus is 
managed with a sustainable develop-
ment approach: surrounded by 
woodlands covering more than 7 
hectares, the residence was built 
according to HQE (High Environmental 
Quality) specifications. The Campus 
can accommodate around 100 students 
and is equipped to receive people with 
reduced mobility.

PARTICIPATION IN 
POLITICAL DIALOGUE
Political dialogue and partnerships are 
at the heart of the CIHEAM's mission to 
contribute to prosperity and the 
building of lasting peace in the Medi-
terranean. In addition to the public 
policy support projects that our insti-
tute deploys throughout the Mediterra-
nean, we have, since 1999, contributed 
to the preparation and implementation 
of the conference of the Ministers of 
Agriculture of the CIHEAM member 
countries (Albania, Algeria, Egypt, 
France, Greece, Italy, Lebanon, Malta, 
Morocco, Portugal, Spain, Tunisia and 
Turkey).
In addition, the CIHEAM Montpellier 
collaborates with other Euro-Mediter-
ranean actors to foster synergies and 
contribute to regional stability, food and 
nutritional security, population health, 
environmental protection and to facili-
tate the access of young Mediterranean 
people to the labour market.

THE ADVANTAGES OF THE CIHEAM MONTPELLIER

 

QUALITY 
PROCEDURES

The "Bienvenue en France" 
label, obtained in 2020, 
attests to our capacity to 
welcome international 

audiences - composing 95% of our 
students - particularly in terms of the 
accessibility of information, individual 
support and the quality of the welcome 
and accommodation.

Since 2008, our on-site 
training courses have been 
ISO 9001 certified: M2 
programmes, supervision of 

doctoral students, continuing profes-
sional education, as well as courses in 
French as a foreign language (FLE). All 
our support services, which contribute 
to the quality of our training, are also 
ISO 9001 certified.

The FLE centre has also been 
awarded the "Qualité fran-
çais langue étrangère" 
quality label.

ResaCampus@iamm.fr  
+33 (0)4 67 04 60 79

The CIHEAM

key figures
Montpellier

20 ongoing 
projects

17
with the collaboration of 

countries

7hectares

mediterranean park of more than

15 countries 
represented

4 MASTERS

and  
Master of science

1962
60

years of 
experience

nearly

1000
students trained 
per year

95%
            of whom 
are international
students

3191 route de Mende - CS 43999 - 34093 Montpellier Cedex 5 – France 
Tel. : +33 (0)4 67 04 60 00 - Fax : +33 (0)4 67 54 25 27
www.iamm.ciheam.org
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CLIMATE CHANGE, AGRICULTURAL AND 
TERRITORIAL MANAGEMENT - CGAT 

OBJECTIVE 

 

 

 

MASTER 2 PROGRAMME (60 ECTS)  

 

 

 

MASTER OF SCIENCE 
CLIMATE CHANGE, AGRICULTURAL AND TERRITORIAL MANAGEMENT 

€



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MASTER of science (60 ECTS)  

COORDINATORS 
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SUSTAINABLE AGRI-FOOD VALUE CHAINS: 
LOGISTICS, ENVIRONMENT, STRATEGIES - 
CDVALES  

OBJECTIVE 

 

 

 

MASTER OF SCIENCE 
SUSTAINABLE AGRI-FOOD VALUE CHAINS: LOGISTICS, ENVIRONMENT, 
STRATEGIES 

€



MASTER 2 PROGRAMME (60 ECTS)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MASTER of science (60 ECTS)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COORDINATORS 
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AGRICULTURAL, ENVIRONMENTAL DEVELOPMENT 
ECONOMICS AND FOOD - ECODEVA 

 

OBJECTIVE 

MASTER 2 PROGRAMME (60 ECTS)  

MASTER OF SCIENCE 
ECONOMICS AND MANAGEMENT OF THE AGRICULTURAL, FOOD AND RURAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

€



 

 

 

MASTER of science (60 ECTS)  

CIHEAM Montpellier Scientific Coordinator 
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MASTER’S PROGRAMME (Master 2 – Baccalaureat +5 years) 
MEDITERRANEAN FARMING SYTEM DESIGN FOR A 
SUSTAINABLE FOOD-SYSTEM - MIDAS 

OBJECTIVE  
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MASTER of science (60 ECTS)  

 

Scientific coordinators: 
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Continuous Professional Training  

in the Mediterranean  

OBJECTIVE 

.

OUR ASSETS  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OUR PERMANENT OFFER  

 

 

 

 

For a life-long update of professional knowledge 

 

 

  

: 

 

 

 

CONTINUOUS PROFESSIONAL 
TRAINING’S MANAGER: 

mailto:belhouchette@iamm.fr
http://www.iamm.ciheam.org/fr/education/fpc
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SOME EXAMPLES OF DELOCALIZED SHORT-
DURATION AND A LA CARTE COURSES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:legrusse@iamm.fr
mailto:requier@iamm.fr
mailto:legrusse@iamm.fr
mailto:cobacho@iamm.fr
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French Language Centre  

OBJECTIVE 

PROGRAMME  

€ €

€ €

€

€ €

€ €

€

€

€ € € €

€

€

€

€

« French Language Quality » quality label  
ISO 9001 certified 

 

CONTACT 

NOTE: Requests for courses are carefully examined and arrangements are made to tailor instruction to students’ needs ; they are likely to 
entail a modification of fees as they depend on the number of hours requested and the number of students. 
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Support to Mediterranean 
doctoral studies 

OBJECTIVE 

THE CIHEAM MONTPELLIER,  
WELCOMING DOCTORAL STUDENTS  

NETWORK RESEARCH, DOCTORAL PLATFORM 

 

COORDINATOR 

CONTACT  



3191, route de Mende - CS 43999 - 34093 Montpellier Cedex 5 (France) 
Phone: +33 (0)4 67 04 60 00 – Fax: +33 (0)4 67 54 25

3191, route de Mende - CS 43999 - 34093 Montpellier Cedex 5 (France) 
Phone: +33 (0)4 67 04 60 00 – Fax: +33 (0)4 67 54 25

2021 / 2022

INFORMATION TO APPLICANTS 
MASTER 2

Admission level and procedures 
The  required  level  for  admission  is  4  years  of  studies  minimum  after  the  French  Baccalauréat  (BAC+4)
(equivalent to 240 ECTS) in the fields of economy, social sciences or agronomy. Professional experience is
considered. 
Admission is decided on the basis of the applicant’s academic record and personal data (possibility to attend
a remotely  or  face-to-face  interview).  A  selection  committee  composed of  CIHEAM Montpellier  teachers-
researchers  examines  the applications,  suggests  a ranking  based on the application  documents  (grades,
curriculum,  acquired skills,  etc).  Applicants  satisfying  the  academic  requirements  will  be notified of  their
possible admission depending on the number of places available. In the case of an applicant’s rescission,
another applicant will be chosen from a waiting list. Enrolment by correspondence is not allowed.

Intensive French training course
An intensive training session in French language is organized during the summer (from mid-July) to improve
the  non-French-speaking  students’  level  with  also  the  possibility  for  the  students  coming  from CIHEAM
member countries to benefit from a scholarship during the training period.

Enrolment procedures
In order to comply with enrolment requirements, applicants must: 
- Pay the CVEC (Contribution to Student Life and Campus) on the webiste https://cvec.etudiant.gouv.fr/
- Come register to the SES (Education and Training Service) with a copy of the passport and visa, and the CVEC payment certificate
- Subscribe to health insurance and liability insurance (the SES will guide you through these formalities)
- Pay the annual enrolment fees (243 €). 

Once the  SES  receives  the  applicant’s  completed  enrolment  form and fees,  the  applicant  is  delivered  a
certificate of school attendance and a student card allowing access to the Institute’s Documentation Centre
and to computer facilities.

Documents delivered 
At the end of the course, the CIHEAM Montpellier automatically and gratuitously delivers to each student a
transcript of records including details of the modules taught, the number of corresponding credits and the
grades obtained, and with the collaboration of the partner institutions: 
- A success certificate
- A "Diploma Supplement”
- A diploma mentioning the qualification and specialization achieved. 

Registration fees and school fees
Registration fees: 243 € (for the whole school year). 

School  fees:  3  527  €  (excluding  insurances,  living  expenses,  return  ticket  to  the  trainee’s  country)  for
applicants who are not coming from a CIHEAM member country. 
For further information, please contact the SES office.

https://cvec.etudiant.gouv.fr/


3191, route de Mende - CS 43999 - 34093 Montpellier Cedex 5 (France) 
Phone: +33 (0)4 67 04 60 00 – Fax: +33 (0)4 67 54 25

Scholarships
The CIHEAM Montpellier grants scholarships to the candidates coming from the CIHEAM member countries,
depending on the quality  of  their  files.  The scholarships bear the training  costs and the residence costs
(accommodation in the CIHEAM Montpellier campus, insurance and additional allowance). CIHEAM member
countries are the following: Albania,  Algeria, Egypt,  Spain, France, Greece, Italy,  Lebanon, Malta, Morocco,
Portugal, Tunisia, Turkey. 
If you do not come from one of CIHEAM member countries, information on scholarships should be available
from your own government’s ministry of Education, from the cultural adviser of the French Embassy in your
own country, or from other national or international organizations.

THE APPLICATION FORM

How to fill it in? 
It is compulsory to complete your application form online: http://candidature.iamm.fr
Once you have entered and validated your data online, you will access to the printable paper version of your
application form.
Only the final paper version will be accepted  (you must return it by post). To be assessed, your paper
application form must reach the Service de l’Enseignement et de la Scolarité (SES) department of the CIHEAM
Montpellier before the deadline: 30 April 2021. It has to include:

- Printed and signed application form 

- Cover letter detailing your professional project and explaining the reasons why you want to attend this Master of Science
programme at the CIHEAM Montpellier

- Curriculum Vitae

- Certified copy of the highest university diploma obtained. 
The diploma has to be produced along with a translated copy into French or English if it is edited in a different language. In case
you obtain your diploma at the end of the academic year, please provide details of the courses attended up to that point as well as
a certificate from your university managing director specifying the date your diploma is likely to be delivered.

- Certified copies of the transcript of records obtained during your university years, along with their translated copies into
French or English if they are edited in a different language.

- For foreign applicants: a French proficiency certificate
Mandatory for non French-speaking applicants – Highly recommended for French-speaking applicants

- If you are currently a civil servant of your government: Hierarchical authorization

- Birth certificate in French

- 4 id photos that must be individually cut out (write your first name and surname on the back) 

Applications are to be addressed to:
CIHEAM Montpellier
Service de l’Enseignement et de la Scolarité (SES)
3191, route de Mende - CS 43999 - 34093 MONTPELLIER Cedex 5 (France)

Admission notifications: 
Admission letters will be sent in June 2021.

>> For further information: www.iamm.ciheam.org/en/education/masters

http://www.iamm.ciheam.org/en/education/masters
http://candidature.iamm.fr/


APPLICATION FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2021/2022

(1) Tick the box.(1) Only for candidates coming from: Albania, Algeria, Egypt, Greece, Italy, Lebanon, Malta, Morocco, Portugal, Spain, Tunisia, Turkey.
Scholarships will be attributed upon selection of application forms.

CHECK LIST

Check the documents that you are enclosing to your application form, mention the missing documents and the date 
you will be able to send them:

Application form dully filled in

Letter of interest detailing your professional project and explaining the reasons you want to attend courses at the 
CIHEAM Montpellier

Curriculum vitae

Certified copy of the highest university diploma obtained 
The diploma has to be produced along with a translated copy into French or English if it is edited in a different language. If you have not obtained 
your diploma yet because you have to wait the end of the academic year, please provide at least the list of courses attended + a certificate of your 
Director mentioning the date you are likely to get the diploma

Certified copies of the transcript of records obtained during your university years, along with their translated copies 
into French or English if they are edited in a different language.

For foreign applicants: a French proficiency certificate 
Mandatory for non French-speaking applicants – Highly recommended for French-speaking applicants

Hierarchical authorization (if you are a civil servant of your government)

Birth certificate in French

4 id photos that must be individually cut out (write your first name and surname on the back) 

Nb:
• Referee letters must be original documents inserted in stamped envelopes.
• If you are admitted, please note that you will have to : 

- pay the CVEC (Contribution to Student Life and Campus) on the webiste https://cvec.etudiant.gouv.fr,
- subscribe to health insurance and liability insurance (the SES will guide you through these formalities).

SCHOLARSHIPS

Did you apply for a scholarship in another national or international organization but CIHEAM Montpellier ?   
 yes no
If you did, did you receive a positive answer ? yes no
Name and address of the organization/institution:  ........................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................

If you did not, would you like to benefit from a CIHEAM Montpellier scholarship* (1) ? yes no

* I commit myself to inform the CIHEAM Montpellier if I obtain a scholarship after the sending of my application form

I certify that the declarations here above or answers to the asked questions are exact.

Date :

Signature :

Priority given to online applications: http://candidature.iamm.fr
Please only fill in this paper form if you have serious internet connexion difficulties.

MONTPELLIER INSTITUTE

Application form
To be sent at the following address: 

CIHEAM Montpellier - Service Enseignement et Scolarité (SES)
3191, route de Mende - CS 43999 - 34093 MONTPELLIER Cedex 5 (France)

CIHEAM
International Centre for Advanced Mediterranean Agronomic Studies 

PERSONAL INFORMATION
Name:  ...........................................................        First name:  .......................................................
The spelling of the surname and first name must be identical to that of your passport

Date of birth:  ..................................................       Nationality:  .................................................... 
Country of birth:  ..............................................       City of birth:  ................................................
                
Gender (1) : male  female
Postal address: ............................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................
The postal address must be accurate in order to ensure the admission letter receipt in case of admission.

Phone number:   .............................  E mail:  .........................................................

MASTER 2 PROGRAMMES (choose only one training programme) (1)

Climate change, agricultural and territorial management - CGAT

Sustainable agri-food value chains: logistics, environment, strategies - CDVALES

Agricultural, environmental development economics and food - ECODEVA

Mediterranean farming system design for a sustainable food-system - MIDAS

CIHEAM MONTPELLIER

3191, route de Mende – CS 43999 - 34093 Montpellier Cedex 5 (France) 
Phone : +33 (0)4 67 04 60 00 – Fax : +33 (0)4 67 54 25

For further information: www.iamm.ciheam.org/en/education/masters 



For further information: www.iamm.ciheam.org/en/education/masters For further information: www.iamm.ciheam.org/en/education/masters 

       Academic year                                  Name of University or school  Diploma obtained Main course subject
 from  to

PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND 
(if you have one and if you think it is relevant to mention it considering the training that you are demanding)

How long have you been working ?               ....... years
Precise your job title during your last professional experience:  
........................................................................................................................................................................................................
Precise the name of the institution in which you get this experience (name of the institution/country):
........................................................................................................................................................................................................
Name and address of your last employer with phone or e mail: 
........................................................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................................................

REFEREES 
Give the name of two people, from your university or professional environment, who could provide a referee letter 
(please enclose the letters to the application form. Referee letters must be original documents inserted in stamped envelopes).

>> 1st referee
Job title, Name, First name: ........................................................................................................................................................
Professional address: .................................................................................................................................................................
Phone number:  ...............................................  E mail:  ...........................................................................................
Link with the candidate: .............................................................................................................................................................
Link with CIHEAM Montpellier (if applicable): ..........................................................................................................................

>> 2nd referee 
Job title, Name, First name: ........................................................................................................................................................
Professional address: .................................................................................................................................................................
Phone number:  ...............................................  E mail:  ...........................................................................................
Link with the candidate: .............................................................................................................................................................
Link with CIHEAM Montpellier (if applicable): ..........................................................................................................................

FRENCH LINGUISTIC SKILLS
Is French your working language ?   yes  no
Diplomas or certificates obtained in French Language: 
........................................................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................................................
Enclose the certificate or diploma obtained in French language which should indicate the French level achieved (certificate of the French 
Embassy, Consulate, or other).

POST-GRADUATE STUDIES AND DIPLOMA
Qualification:  Agronomist  Economist  Other (precise):  ..................................................

Title of the diploma (mention the highest diploma you have obtained):  .........................................................................................
Place (name of the university or institution/country): ........................................................................................................................
Year of the beginning of the training: ......................    Year of the end of the training: ..............................

Post-graduate studies details:

POST-UNIVERSITY RESEARCH WORK (dates, duration, specialization)
If you are currently making a post-university research study, describe in a few words the title and subject of your 
study, as well as the results obtained up to now:
.........................................................................................................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................

MOTIVATIONS
>> Explain your motivations for applying to this Master ................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................................................

>> Mention three subjects on which you would like to work:
1] ...................................................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................
2] ...................................................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................
3] ...................................................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................

>> Do you think that the program you want to attend at the CIHEAM Montpellier fits well with your career 

projects ? Why ? .........................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................

>> Did you work on this subject before? yes no

If you did, please give details:

1] Studies, researches, written reports (administrative, university), projects:
........................................................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................

2] University course units attended (describe the course units contents and give the marks you obtained)
........................................................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................

Mention the courses in economics that you attended during your university studies (describe the content, the 

number of ECTS credits and hours) and give the marks you obtained:
........................................................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................

>> Are you willing to carry on your studies with a PhD ? yes no

Subjects, specialization: ..............................................................................................................................................................
Why did you choose this subject/specialization ?
........................................................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................

How did you obtain information about our institute ? 
If you get the information through various means, please only quote (or describe) the mean you used at first.

 Web Leaflet Word of mouth 

Other (precise): ........................................................................

CIHEAM MONTPELLIERCIHEAM MONTPELLIER



APPLICATION FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2021/2022

(1) Tick the box.(1) Only for candidates coming from: Albania, Algeria, Egypt, Greece, Italy, Lebanon, Malta, Morocco, Portugal, Spain, Tunisia, Turkey.
Scholarships will be attributed upon selection of application forms.

CHECK LIST

Check the documents that you are enclosing to your application form, mention the missing documents and the date 
you will be able to send them:

Application form dully filled in

Letter of interest detailing your professional project and explaining the reasons you want to attend courses at the 
CIHEAM Montpellier

Curriculum vitae

Certified copy of the highest university diploma obtained 
The diploma has to be produced along with a translated copy into French or English if it is edited in a different language. If you have not obtained 
your diploma yet because you have to wait the end of the academic year, please provide at least the list of courses attended + a certificate of your 
Director mentioning the date you are likely to get the diploma

Certified copies of the transcript of records obtained during your university years, along with their translated copies 
into French or English if they are edited in a different language.

For foreign applicants: a French proficiency certificate 
Mandatory for non French-speaking applicants – Highly recommended for French-speaking applicants

Hierarchical authorization (if you are a civil servant of your government)

Birth certificate in French

4 id photos that must be individually cut out (write your first name and surname on the back) 

Nb:
• Referee letters must be original documents inserted in stamped envelopes.
• If you are admitted, please note that you will have to : 

- pay the CVEC (Contribution to Student Life and Campus) on the webiste https://cvec.etudiant.gouv.fr,
- subscribe to health insurance and liability insurance (the SES will guide you through these formalities).

SCHOLARSHIPS

Did you apply for a scholarship in another national or international organization but CIHEAM Montpellier ?   
 yes no
If you did, did you receive a positive answer ? yes no
Name and address of the organization/institution:  ........................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................

If you did not, would you like to benefit from a CIHEAM Montpellier scholarship* (1) ? yes no

* I commit myself to inform the CIHEAM Montpellier if I obtain a scholarship after the sending of my application form

I certify that the declarations here above or answers to the asked questions are exact.

Date :

Signature :

Priority given to online applications: http://candidature.iamm.fr
Please only fill in this paper form if you have serious internet connexion difficulties.

MONTPELLIER INSTITUTE

Application form
To be sent at the following address: 

CIHEAM Montpellier - Service Enseignement et Scolarité (SES)
3191, route de Mende - CS 43999 - 34093 MONTPELLIER Cedex 5 (France)

CIHEAM
International Centre for Advanced Mediterranean Agronomic Studies 

PERSONAL INFORMATION
Name:  ...........................................................        First name:  .......................................................
The spelling of the surname and first name must be identical to that of your passport

Date of birth:  ..................................................       Nationality:  .................................................... 
Country of birth:  ..............................................       City of birth:  ................................................
                
Gender (1) : male  female
Postal address: ............................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................
The postal address must be accurate in order to ensure the admission letter receipt in case of admission.

Phone number:   .............................  E mail:  .........................................................

MASTER 2 PROGRAMMES (choose only one training programme) (1)

Climate change, agricultural and territorial management - CGAT

Sustainable agri-food value chains: logistics, environment, strategies - CDVALES

Agricultural, environmental development economics and food - ECODEVA

Mediterranean farming system design for a sustainable food-system - MIDAS

CIHEAM MONTPELLIER

3191, route de Mende – CS 43999 - 34093 Montpellier Cedex 5 (France) 
Phone : +33 (0)4 67 04 60 00 – Fax : +33 (0)4 67 54 25

For further information: www.iamm.ciheam.org/en/education/masters 




